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Braille Books May 10 2021
People: Almanac 2002 Jul 12 2021 From the editors of People magazine comes a fact-packed, trivia-lovers guide which provides the
complete lowdown on all of the years headliners and headturners! Want the latest scoop on Julia Roberts? Or the details on the latest
pairings and births of your favourite stars? Or maybe you just want to find out this years Emmy, Oscar and Grammy Winners. No
matter what, if it has to do with celebs and the world of entertainment, the authoritative answer is found in these pages. Packed with
essential facts, surprising lists and troves of trivia, the People Entertainment Almanac provides the inside story on todays stars and the
best in entertainment.
Thank You for All Things Sep 21 2019 At twelve, Lucy Marie McGowan already knows she’ll be a psychologist when she grows up.
And her quirky and conflicted family provides plenty of opportunity for her to practice her calling. Now Lucy, her “profoundly gifted”
twin brother, Milo, her commitment-phobic mother, and her New Age grandmother are leaving Chicago for Timber Falls, Wisconsin, to
care for her dying grandfather—a complex and difficult man whose failure as a husband and father still painfully echoes down through
the years. Lucy believes her time in the rural town where the McGowan story began will provide a key piece to the puzzle of her family’s
broken past, and perhaps even reveal the truth about her own missing father. But what she discovers is so much more—a lesson about
the paradoxes of love and the grace of forgiveness that the adults around her will need help in remembering if their family is ever to
find peace and embrace the future. By turns heart-wrenching and heart-mending, Thank You for All Things is a powerful and poignant
novel by a brilliant storyteller who illustrates that when it comes to matters of family and love, often it is the innocent who force others
to confront their darkest secrets.
At Home In Mossy Creek Feb 19 2022 It's Valentine's Day weekend in Mossy Creek, and Creekites don't need any new romantic
dilemmas. The town's still buzzing over Ida and Amos's kiss. Hannah's heart flutters every time a certain handsome Scottish
photographer walks into her library. Peggy's debating her first real date since her husband died. Harry's keeping a romantic secret
from Josie. Sandy's got a romantic surprise for Jess. Sagan has to decide whether he and Emily really are a couple, and Win Allen's
preparing his restaurant for the biggest night of the year. So what could make the weekend more Chaotic? The Circus! Cirque
d'Europa is stranded in Mossy Creek, and Creekites find themselves hosting some very strange characters with romantic problems of
their own.
The Florabama Ladies' Auxiliary and Sewing Circle Oct 27 2022 A close-knit group of settled small-town ladies bands together to help
each other through their most difficult life passage--middle age. By the author of Bed and Breakfast and Storyville. Reader's Guide
included. Reprint.
Overland Review Sep 02 2020
Library Journal Feb 07 2021 Includes, beginning Sept. 15, 1954 (and on the 15th of each month, Sept.-May) a special section: School
library journal, ISSN 0000-0035, (called Junior libraries, 1954-May 1961). Also issued separately.
Bowker's Guide to Characters in Fiction 2007 Nov 16 2021
The Little Giant of Aberdeen County Nov 23 2019 'But this can't be right. You're a little giant!' Truly Plaice - part behemoth, part
witch, part Cinderella - is born larger than life into a small-minded town. Her birth rocks the pillars of tiny Aberdeen, New York, and
breaks her family into smithereens. She spends a painful childhood in the shadow of her older sister Serena's beauty, and is teased
mercilessly for her enormous physique. But when Serena unexpectedly vanishes and leaves her son in Truly's care, Truly must become
mistress of a house she did not choose and the unwilling victim of her brother-in-law, Dr. Robert Morgan. Once her childhood
tormentor, he now subjects her to brutal criticism and cruel medical experiments that test her endurance past breaking point - but Truly
may have more power than he realises... Tiffany's Baker's debut is a rare and bewitching novel, with a heart as big as its heroine.
Lost & Found Mar 28 2020 ‘If you liked Rachel Joyce's The Unlikely Pilgrimage of Harold Fry, you'll like this’ Metro ‘Will generate
the same feel-good word of mouth as last year’s bestseller, The Rosie Project’ Sydney Morning Herald Millie Bird is seven-years-old.
On a shopping trip with her mum, Millie is left alone beneath the Ginormous Women’s underwear rack in a department store. Her
mum never returns. Agatha Pantha is eighty-two and hasn’t left home since her husband died. Instead, she fills the silence by yelling at
passers-by, watching loud static on TV, and maintaining a strict daily schedule. Until the day Agatha spies a little girl across the street.
Karl the Touch Typist is eighty-seven and in a nursing home. He remembers how he once typed love letters with his fingers on to his
wife’s skin. Now widowed, he knows that somehow he must find a way for life to begin again. In a moment of clarity, he escapes.

Together, Millie, Agatha and Karl set out to find Millie’s mum. And along the way, they will discover that the young can be wise, that
old age is not the same as death, and that breaking the rules once in a while might just be the key to a happy life.
Your First Novel Oct 03 2020 In Your First Novel, novelist Laura Whitcomb and seasoned literary agent Ann Rittenberg team up to
provide you with the skills you need to write your dream novel and the savvy business know-how to get it published. In this all-in-one
resource, you'll discover essential novel-writing techniques, such as: • How to best structure your research so that you can save time
later • How to card your story before you start writing • What to consider when developing your cast of characters • How to adapt
classic story structures to fit your own ideas …and insider information on what it takes to get published, including: • What agents do at
those three-hour power lunches—and how it affects you • What makes an agent instantly reject a manuscript • How to correctly
translate submission guidelines • What happens if you get multiple offers—or no offers at all Plus, learn about the publishing process
from the firsthand accounts of such noted authors as Dennis Lehane, Kathryn Harrison, Jim Fusilli, Kathleen George, and others!
Hope Springs Apr 09 2021 Make friends in Hope Springs Pull up a chair and discover the strength and sustenance of friendship with
Jessie, Margaret, Louise, Beatrice, and Charlotte, as the unique bond forged between these five remarkable women is put to the test
when one of their own is stricken with a deadly illness. Filled with the mystery and wonder that make life worthwhile, Hope Springs will
lift your spirits and warm your heart.
Critters Of Mossy Creek Mar 20 2022 Book 7 in the beloved Mossy Creek Hometown Series about life in a tiny Georgia mountain
village. This time, tales of local pets weave among the usual intrigues, feuds, and romances. Ida and Amos are closer than ever to
becoming a full-fledged couple; the new Mossy Creek High School is prepping for its first football season, Deputy Sandy is about to
give birth, and Ed's story, with his faithful hound dog beside him, comes to a poignant conclusion.
A New Penny May 30 2020 A high school dropout with a husband and baby finds her life at a dead end. She realizes the responsibility
for growth is her own, but where does one begin?
A Lot to Ask Jun 18 2019 Barbara Pym is a writer of whom it may be truly said that her life is reflected in her work. This definitive
biography puts Barbara in her setting and relates her life to the age and the world in which she lived. Drawing on a wealth of
previously unpublished material and with the help of Barbara’s sister Hilary and her friends (including Philip Larkin, Robert Liddell,
Henry Harvey and Robert Smith, Hazel Holt, her friend and literary executor, has drawn a perceptive portrait of Barbara Pym, the
woman as well as the novelist. From the heady atmosphere of pre-war Oxford where she embarked upon a series of highly romantic
love affairs, through her wartime service in the WRNS, to early success as a published writer, we come to know a person whose humour
and sharp observation were uniquely combined with a compassionate acceptance of human nature – qualities that made her such an
outstanding novelist. Hazel Holt also describes the dark period from 1963, when Barbara Pym’s novels were rejected as unpublishable,
through the wilderness years until 1977 when her literary reputation was triumphantly re-established by Philip Larkin and Lord David
Cecil. Barbara Pym emerges from these pages as an entertaining companion with an insatiable curiosity and an unquenchable delight
in the eccentricities of her fellows. Readers already acquainted with her novels will find great pleasure in this biography and those who
are not will be irresistibly drawn towards the world of Barbara Pym.
Something to Be Desired Jan 26 2020 A funny, rueful, and beautifully rendered portrait of American manhood on the rocks from the
highly acclaimed author of Cloudbursts and Ninety-two in the Shade In life Lucien Taylor has made several mistakes, but the two most
grievous are as follows: leaving his wife and son to take up with his old flame, Emily; and putting up Emily's bail when she is arrested
for murder. The upshot is that Lucien is left stranded in Montana, with a malodorous hot spring and a squandered sense of purpose. As
told by Thomas McGuane, Lucien's attempt to recoup his losses makes for a book that says volumes about the lives of dogs and falcons,
the yearnings of sons for fathers, and the skeptical truce that men and women sometimes reach when they get tired of fighting.
Blessings Of Mossy Creek Aug 13 2021 The good-hearted citizens of Mossy Creek, Georgia are in a mood to count their blessings.
Maybe it's the influence of the new minister in town, who keeps his sense of humor while battling a stern church treasurer. Maybe it's
the afterglow of Josie McClure's incredibly romantic wedding to the local "Bigfoot." Or maybe it's the new baby in Hank and Casey
Blackshear's home. As autumn gilds the mountains, town gossip columnist Katie Bell, has persuaded Creekites to confess their joys,
trouble, and gratitudes. As always, that includes a heapin' helping of laughter, wisdom and good-old-fashioned scandal.
Contemporary Authors New Revision Series May 22 2022
Storyville Oct 15 2021 From turn-of-the-century New Orleans, a city renowned for sin, seduction, and sex, comes a tale of two women
inextricably linked by “the District” of Storyville, where prostitution was legal—and flourishing. Kate—young, beautiful, and abandoned
by a man who doesn’t love her—finds herself thrown on the mercies of the city. Julia Randsome is a transplanted Yankee, a supporter of
women’s rights, who against everyone’s advice marries into one of the city’s most prominent families. Though they occupy different
universes in New Orleans, somehow all roads bring Kate and Julia to the same place…back to the District. As lush and provocative as
New Orleans is itself, Storyville sweeps across lines of caste and blood, money and desire—and into the voluptuous secrets of a city as
tempting as any on earth. “Lois Battle is a born storyteller.”—The Washington Post “Storyville comes to lurid life.”—Kirkus Reviews
Transfer of Grace Oct 23 2019 The pages of Transfer of Grace carry some of the most mysterious, meditative, lyrical images ever
created of the South Carolina Lowcountry.Photographer Gary Geboy has a gift for capturing the spirit of a place, those images that
might easily pass us by. To look at his black and white photographs is to glimpse the fleeting presence of places that are passing out of
currency some through neglect, some through development.Geboy has an eye for the overlooked dimensions of this rare and beautiful
place a weathered sign pointing to a praise house, a path worn by hundreds of years of foot-born traffic, the massive branch of a live
oak, a broken front porch, a dock in the reeds.Geboys images give one pause to linger, as do the words of author Teresa Bruce, whose
writing voice is as captivating as Geboys images.The rare partnership between Geboy and Bruce is an homage to the hidden aspects of
this mysterious Lowcountry world, a melding that allows for its own transfer of grace.Author Pat Conroy describes the bookas one of
the most beautiful meditations on the South Carolina Lowcountry that has ever come his way. It feels delicate and sacramental in
nature a love poem to the salt marshes, bays and rivers that define this extraordinary place. The photographs are priceless and the prose

is surpassingly fine. If photographs could breathe, the images in Transfer of Grace capture the moment between the inhalation and the
exhalation. They will take your breath away.
Against the Country Dec 25 2019 NAMED ONE OF THE TEN BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY VULTURE AND ONE OF THE
BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY NPR • Against the Country is a gift for fans of Southern Gothic and metafiction alike. Set in the
Virginia pines, and overrun with failed parents, racist sex offenders, cast-off priests, and suicidal chickens, this novel challenges
literary convention even as it attacks our national myth—that the rural naturally engenders good, while the urban breeds an inevitable
sin. In a voice both perfectly American and utterly new, Ben Metcalf introduces the reader to Goochland County, Virginia—a land of
stubborn soil, voracious insects, lackluster farms, and horrifying trees—and details one family’s pitiful struggle to survive there.
Eventually it becomes clear that Goochland is not merely the author’s setting; it is a growing, throbbing menace that warps and scars
every one of his characters’ lives. Equal parts fiery criticism and icy farce, Against the Country is the most hilarious sermon one is
likely to hear on the subject of our native soil, and the starkest celebration of the language our land produced. The result is a literary
tour de force that raises the question: Was there ever a narrator, in all our literature, so precise, so far-reaching, so eloquently
misanthropic, as the one encountered here? Praise for Against the Country “Iconoclastic . . . Against the Country has obvious affinities
to Southern Gothic, both in its voice and in the delight it takes in rural ignorance and grotesqueries. . . . [A] country cousin of David
Foster Wallace.”—The New York Times Book Review “Exceptional in its verbal brilliance and conscientiousness, Against the Country
involves us in a family’s anguished and hilarious struggle against the strange dooms that seem peculiar to white rural America. This is
a savage and gladdening novel.”—Joseph O’Neill, author of Netherland and The Dog “Metcalf’s unnamed narrator dazzles with his
Puritan deadpan and capacious intellect, not to mention his double-barreled blasts of dark humor and wicked satire. . . . There are so
many brilliant turns of phrase in Against the Country that it’s hard to choose favorites, but Metcalf is at his sharpest and most
seductive when his antihero does more than blast and blame, when he steps outside his sermons to say something real. . . . Every note in
every solo is sounded with exquisite perfection.”—Slate “Faulknerian . . . eccentric, magnificent Southern Gothic metafiction.”—Vanity
Fair “Ben Metcalf is a brilliant writer, and Against the Country is an ingenious and hilarious novel, a glittering, bitter celebration of
how the lousiness of life can be redeemed in the hands (and mouth) of a top-shelf teller of life’s stories.”—Sam Lipsyte, author of The
Ask and The Fun Parts “A daring conglomeration of every trick, swindle and gimmick possible using only ink and paper, a pulpwood
imagination machine so finely and expertly wrought that it can take on Jefferson, Thoreau, the church, patriotism, race relations,
sexual identity, J. D. Salinger, the myth of America and a thousand other targets . . . [Against the Country] is absolutely and completely
worth all investment of time and effort, because it is an undeniably beautiful object, sharp as a new razor.”—NPR “One of the more
necessary—and most eloquent—expressions of a distinctly American, provincial rage in some years.”—Flavorwire
Books in Print Feb 25 2020
The Florabama Ladies' Auxiliary & Sewing Circle Sep 26 2022 A close-knit group of settled small-town ladies bands together to help
each other through their most difficult life passage--middle age.
Braille Book Review Jun 11 2021
Your First Novel Revised and Expanded Edition Dec 05 2020 Your Expert Guide to Writing and Publishing a Novel In this revised and
expanded edition of Your First Novel, novelist Laura Whitcomb, seasoned literary agent Ann Rittenberg, and her knowledgeable
assistant, Camille Goldin, team up to provide you with the essential skills needed to craft the best novel you can--and the savvy business
know-how to get it published. Complete with updated references, analysis of new best-selling novels, and the same detailed instruction,
Whitcomb will show you how to: • Practice the craft of writing, using both your right- and left-brain • Develop a flexible card system
for organizing and outlining plot • Create dynamic characters that readers love--and love to hate • Study classic novels and story
structure to adapt with your ideas Featuring two new chapters on choosing your path as an author and understanding the world of selfpublishing, Rittenberg and Goldin dive into the business side of publishing, including: • What agents can--and should--do for your
future • Who you should target as an agent for your burgeoning career • How the mysterious auction for novels actually goes down •
Why you should learn to work with your agent through thick and thin Guiding your first novel from early words to a spot on the
bookshelf can be an exciting and terrifying journey, but you're not alone. Alongside the advice of industry veterans, Your First Novel
Revised and Expanded also includes plenty of firsthand accounts from published authors on their journeys, including Dennis Lehane,
C.J. Box, Kathleen McCleary, David Kazzie, and more.
War Brides Jul 24 2022 A vibrant novel set in postwar America from the New York Times bestselling author of The Florabama Ladies'
Auxiliary and Sewing Circle World War II is over, but for three young Australian women who meet on their way to new lives and new
husbands in America, the adventure is just beginning. Sheila, Dawn, and Gaynor will need to reacquaint themselves with the military
men they swore to love when peace seemed like a lifetime away. But the world that awaits them is filled with new challenges, and each
woman will be forced to summon courage and strength she never knew she had. Brilliantly capturing an era that continues to enthrall,
War Brides will be embraced by fans of historical fiction and the many readers who are rediscovering Lois Battle and her timeless
brand of storytelling.
Forthcoming Books Jun 30 2020
Recipes for Easy Living Jan 06 2021 Christmas in Valentine, Oklahoma, is presented through the eyes of 13-year-old Corrine, whose
birth mother is back in town and determined to rebuild her relationship with the daughter she abandoned.
A Day In Mossy Creek Jan 18 2022 Maybe it's the post-New Year's boredom. Maybe it's the cold, frisky air. Whatever the cause, the
citizens of Mossy Creek seem determined to get into trouble on a clear winter day in mid-January. Police Chief Amos Royden and his
loyal officers, Mutt and Sandy, can barely keep up with the calls. Hank and Casey Blackshear's great aunt Irene, 93, leads a protest
march of angry old folks--on their electric scooters. Louise and Charlie Sawyer battle renovation pitfalls (literally) in their cranky
house. Pearl Quinlan fights her sister, Spiva, over a plate of brownies. Patty Campbell performs a makeover on Orville Gene Simpson's
front yard, against Orville's will. All that and more! Last, but not least, Amos and Ida finally stop fighting their secret attraction, but

then the trouble really begins!
Book Review Index Aug 01 2020 Every 3rd issue is a quarterly cumulation.
Mossy Creek Apr 21 2022 Welcome to Mossy Creek, your home town. You'll find a friendly face at every window, and a story behind
every door. We've got a mayor who cleans her own gun, and a Police Chief who doesn't need one. We've got scandal at the coffee shop
and battles on the ballfield, a cantankerous Santa and a flying Chihuahua. You'll want to meet Rainey, the hairdresser with a tendency
toward hysteria, and Hank, who takes care of our animals like they were his children. Don't forget to stop in for a bite at Mama's All
You Can Eat Café, and while you're there say hello to our local celebrity, Sue Ora. Like as not, she'll sit you right down and tell you a
story. People are like that in Mossy Creek. Award winning authors Debra Dixon, Donna Ball, Sandra Chastain, Virginia Ellis, Nancy
Knight, and Deborah Smith (Sweet Tea and Jesus Shoes) come together once again to blend their unique southern voices into a
collection of tales about the South, this time focusing their talents on the fictional town of Mossy Creek, Georgia. Chances are, you'll
recognize it. But even if you don't, you'll want to come back, again and again. So welcome to Mossy Creek, the town that ain't going
nowhere and don't want to.
Bed & Breakfast Aug 25 2022 Penguin is pleased to reintroduce readers to ?born storyteller? (The Washington Post) and New York
Times bestselling author Lois Battle and her delightful holiday tale of Josie Taternall and her South Carolina bed and breakfast. After
her best friend?s narrow brush with death, Josie decides that life is too short to let old grievances stand in the way of family
togetherness. This year, she resolves, her three grown daughters?the girls she raised so carefully yet with such mixed results?will come
home for Christmas. With her uncanny ear for Southern sensibility and her sharp-eyed wit, Battle gives us the perfect
upstairs/downstairs comedy and a portrait of a family in all its tender, touching, and flawed glory that readers young and old will
cherish.
Southern Women Mar 08 2021 Nonnie Hampton's home in Savannah, Georgia, becomes the symbol of a common heritage and a focus
of their lives, romances, fortunes, values, and relationships for three generations of women
Women's Fiction: A Guide to Popular Reading Interests Jun 23 2022 Offering a fresh perspective on women's fiction for a broad
reading audience—fans as well as librarians—this book defines and maps the genre, and describes hundreds of relevant titles.
Shadow Baby Apr 28 2020 A young girl forms an unforgettable friendship with an elderly neighbor while searching for answers about
her family's past in this national bestseller and Pulitzer Prize nominee. Eleven-year-old Clara is struggling to find the truth about her
missing father and grandfather and her twin sister, dead at birth, but her mother steadfastly refuses to talk about these people who are
lost to her daughter. When Clara begins interviewing Georg Kominsky, a lone old man, for a school biography assignment, she finds
that he is equally reticent about his own concealed history. Precocious and imaginative, the girl invents version upon version of Mr.
Kominsky's past, just as she invents lives for the people missing from her own shadowy past. The journey of discovery that these two
oddly matched people embark upon is at the heart of this beautiful story about friendship and communion, about discovering what
matters most in life, and about the search to find the missing pieces of ourselves. McGhee's prose glistens with shrewd truth and wild
imaginings, creating a novel that will reverberate in the hearts and minds of readers long after the book is finished.
War Brides Aug 21 2019 In 1939 the lives of five women are about to collide in the sleepy little village of Crowmarsh Priors.Evangeline
has eloped from New Orleans with a naval captain, Alice is resigned to life as the parish spinster, Elsie is evacuated from the East End
to be a maid for Lady Marchmont, Tanni has fled from Vienna with her newborn son, and high-spirited Frances is to see out the war
with her godmother. Together these five women face hardship, passion and danger, and form a bond that sees them through their
darkest hours, and lasts for the rest of their lives.
Texts and Textiles Dec 17 2021 This study shows how fiction that makes use of textiles as an essential element utilizes synaesthetic
writing and synaesthetic metaphor to create an affective link to, and response in, the reader. These links and responses are examined
using affect theory from Silvan Tomkins and Brian Massumi and work on synaesthesia by Richard Cytowic, Lawrence Marks, and V.S.
Ramachandran, among others. Synaesthetic writing, including synaesthetic metaphors, has been explored in poetry since the 1920s
and, more recently, in fiction, but these studies have been general in nature. By narrowing the field of investigation to those novels that
specifically employ three types of hand-crafted textiles (quilt-making, knitting and embroidery), the book isolates how these textiles are
used in fiction. The combination of synaesthesia, memory, metaphor and, particularly, synaesthetic metaphor in fiction with textiles in
the text of the case studies selected, shows how these are used to create affect in readers, enhancing their engagement in the story. The
work is framed within the context of the history of textile production and the use of textiles in fiction internationally, but concentrates
on Australian authors who have used textiles in their writing. The decision to focus on Australian authors was taken in light of the
quality and depth of the writing of textile fiction produced in Australia between 1980 and 2005 in the three categories of hand-crafted
textiles – quilt-making, knitting and embroidery. The texts chosen for intensive study are: Kate Grenville’s The Idea of Perfection
(1999, quilting); Marele Day’s Lambs of God (1997, knitting) and Anne Bartlett’s Knitting (2005, knitting); Jessica Anderson’s Tirra
Lirra by the River (1978, embroidery) and Marion Halligan’s Spider Cup (1990, embroidery).
Summer In Mossy Creek Sep 14 2021 It's a typical summer in the good-hearted mountain town of Mossy Creek, Georgia, where love,
laughter and friendship make nostalgia a way of life. Creekites are always ready for a sultry romance, a funny feud or a sincere
celebration, and this summer is no different. Get ready for a comical battle over pickled beets and a spy mission to recover hijacked
chow-chow peppers. Meet an unforgettable parakeet named Tweedle Dee and a lovable dog named Dog. Watch Amos and Ida sidestep
the usual rumors and follow Katie Bell's usual snooping. In the meantime, old-timer Opal Suggs and her long-dead sisters share a
lesson on living, and apple farmer Hope Bailey faces poignant choices when an old flame returns to claim her. Your favorite authors
are back along with some wonderful new storytellers--plus more recipes from Creekite chef Bubba Rice. Pull up a wicker rocker, sip
some peach-flavored iced tea, and listen as the townsfolk of Mossy Creek share their lives with you once again.
The Crossroads Cafe Nov 04 2020 The world's most beautiful movie star is scarred in a firey car accident. Her career over and her selfesteem in shreds, she hides in the magnificent home her grandmother left her in the mountains of North Carolina. But her motherly

cousin refuses to let her become a recluse, and a handsome neighbor with painful dilemmas of his own is lured into the mix. Romance,
family life, drama, humor and secrets.
The Melting Season Jul 20 2019 A tender, provocative story about the power of friendship, the thrill of self-discovery, and the strength
it takes to escape the past. Catherine Madison is headed West with a suitcase full of cash that isn't hers. She's just left the only home
she's ever known, a small town in Nebraska, after the only man she had ever known, her husband, Thomas, deserted her. She's also left
behind her deepest, most shameful secrets-among them a dysfunctional family she's never quite been able to escape and a marriage
whose most intimate moments have plagued her with self-doubt. On the road, she was going to become a new person. Or so she thought.
But running away from the past isn't as easy as she had hoped. When Catherine reaches Las Vegas, she forms surprising new
friendships that compel her to reveal what she had sworn she'd keep hidden, and teach her what human connection really means.
Armed with this new knowledge, she is finally emboldened to uncover the truth about her family, come to understand what destroyed
her marriage, and prevent her troubled sister from repeating her mistakes. Deeply compassionate and unflinchingly bold, The Melting
Season is the story of an indelible character's journey from isolation to belonging, as well as an honest look at the things we feel we
deserve from our lives- and how far we will go to find them.
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